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EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF SYMBOLIC INTERACTION
2024 ANNUAL MEETING

IDENTITIES, BOUNDARIES AND SOCIAL DIVISIONS.
RECONCILING COMPETING FRAMES

JUNE 5TH-7TH, 2024 – UNIVERSITY OF PISA, ITALY

JUNE 5th
8.30 REGISTRATION DESK
9:30 PLENARY SESSION: CONFERENCE INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME
11:15 COFFEE BREAK
11:45 PARALLEL SESSIONS I
13:15 LIGHT LUNCH
14:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS II
16:00 COFFEE BREAK
16:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS III

JUNE 6th
9:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS IV
11:00 COFFEE BREAK
11:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS V
13:00 LIGHT LUNCH
14:00 PARALLEL SESSION VI
15:30 COFFEE BREAK
16:00 PLENARY SESSIONS: KEYNOTE SPEECH
17:30 SSSI BUSINESS MEETING
20:00 SOCIAL DINNER

JUNE 7th
9:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS VII
11:00 COFFEE BREAK
11:30 PARALLEL SESSIONS VIII
13:15 FAREWELL SPEECH
13:30 COFFEE BREAK

CENTRO CONGRESSI LE BENEDETTINE, PIAZZA SAN PAOLO A RIPA D’ARNO, 16 (PISA)
grounded-theory@sp.unipi.it